
1. BuBBle Trapping 
Create an even grid of trapped bubbles by using a base of reeded or prismatic 
textured glass face up and a cap of the same texture face down, crisscrossed at 
a 90-degree angle. These tiles are shown with the fire-polished side up.

1. Base: Clear Reed (001101-0043-F); Cap: Clear Reed (001101-0043-F) 2. Base: Black Prismatic 
(000100-0047-F); Cap: Clear Prismatic (001101-0047-F) 3. Base: Clear Prismatic (001101-0047-F); 
Cap: Clear Prismatic (001101-0047-F).

2. powder paTTern 
Simply sift a layer of glass powder in a contrasting color over a textured piece 
of glass. After a full fuse firing, the texture will disappear but the pattern will 
remain. These tiles are shown with the fire-polished side up.

1. Base: Clear Tekta (001100-0380-F); Cap: Black Prismatic (000100-0047-F) 2. Base: Clear Tekta 
(001100-0380-F); Cap: Clear Reed (001101-0043-F) 3. Base: Clear Tekta (001100-0380-F);  
Cap: Black Herringbone Ripple (000100-0022-F)

3. Clear-on-Clear Collage wiTh irid 
Place one of our iridized clear-on-clear collage glasses irid face down on the 
kiln shelf. Cap it with a dark 3mm piece of glass. After a full firing, the texture 
will be flat, but the irid pattern will remain. These tiles are shown with the fire-
polished side down, kiln shelf side up. Note: Designs like these can be made 
subtler by choosing a light 3mm glass for the cap.

1. Base: Clear Irid with Clear Frit (004202-0031-F), irid down; Cap: Deep Cobalt Blue (000147-0030-F) 
2. Base: Clear Chopstix Irid (004402-0031-F), irid down; Cap: Red (000124-0030-F) 3. Base: Clear Irid 
with Clear Fractures (004102-0031-F), irid down; Cap: Black (000100-0030-F) 

4. Clear-Capped irids 
Iridescent patterns and textures gain intensity and shine when capped with 
3mm clear glass. Tiles are shown here with the fire-polished side up. Tile #3 in 
the row shows a variation: the base glass is a 3mm opal capped with an irid 
texture, with the irid facing down.

1. Base: Black Accordion Irid (000100-0046-F), irid up; Cap: Clear Tekta (001100-0380-F)  
2. Base: Black Patterned Irid (000100-0032-F), irid up; Cap: Clear Tekta (001100-0380-F)  
3. Base: Deep Cobalt Blue (000147-0030-F); Cap: Clear Prismatic Irid (001101-0048-F), irid down

5. irid TexTures FaCe down 
The base is an iridized texture, placed face down on the kiln shelf. The cap can 
be any 3mm compatible glass. These tiles are shown with the fire-polished side 
down, kiln shelf side up.

1. Base: Black Prismatic Irid (000100-0048-F), irid down; Cap: Clear Tekta (001100-0380-F)  
2. Base: Black Herringbone Ripple Irid (000100-0025-F), irid down; Cap: Clear Tekta 
(001100-0380-F) 3. Base: Clear Reed Irid (001101-0044-F), irid down; Cap: Red (000124-0030-F)

irids and shelF separaTors 
If you plan to fire the irid side of a glass against the kiln shelf, coat the shelf with primer instead of using ThinFire paper, which can 
cause pitting on some irid coatings. For example, if you were making the tiles in sets 3, 4, and 5 on this chart, you would coat the shelf 
with primer. If making sets 1 and 2, you could use either shelf primer or ThinFire.
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Bullseye BrainsTorm: TexTures & irids
Jumpstart your ideas for using Bullseye textured and iridescent glasses by studying these examples. each 
tile is made from two 4-inch squares of glass, each 3mm thick. The bottom piece of glass used for each tile is 
described here as the “base” glass. The top one is called the “cap.”
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